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Abstract: Sediment grain size is a fundamental parameter conditioning beach-face morphology and
shoreline changes. From remote sensing data, an efficient definition of the shoreline position as the
water–land interface may allow studying the geomorphological characteristics of the beaches. In
this work, shoreline variability is defined by extracting a set of Satellite Derived Shorelines (SDS)
covering about three and a half years. SDS are defined from Sentinel 2 imagery with high accuracy
(about 3 m RMSE) using SHOREX. The variability is related to a large dataset of grain-size samples
from the micro-tidal beaches at the Gulf of Valencia (Western Mediterranean). Both parameters
present an inverse and non-linear relationship probably controlled by the beach-face slope. High
shoreline variability appears associated with fine sands, followed by a rapid decrease (shifting
point about medium/coarse sand) and subsequent small depletions as grain sizes increases. The
relationship between both parameters is accurately described by a numerical function (R2 about 0.70)
when considering samples at 137 open beaches. The definition of the variability is addressed employing different proxies, coastal segment lengths, and quantity of SDS under diverse oceanographic
conditions, allowing to examine the effect they have on the relation with the sediment size. The
relationship explored in this work improves the understanding of the mutual connection between
sediment size, beach-face slope, and shoreline variability, and it may set up the basis for a rough
estimation of sediment grain size from satellite optical imagery.
Keywords: beach morphology; sediment grain size; remote sensing; satellite derived shorelines;
coastal changes
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1. Introduction
Beaches are highly dynamic and changing natural environments that provide protection to the coast, habitat for unique species and constitute a basic recreational resource for
coastal societies. Given the importance of these functions, it is a primary goal to define the
state of the beaches and understand their behavior so as to improve their management.
Sediment size and slope are key geomorphological elements for characterizing the beaches
as they appear interrelated with each other and with the oceanographic conditions [1–3].
These geomorphological aspects condition beach functions by defining the abundance of
biota [4], beachgoers perception [5] and safety [6], and beach response to stress factors as
storms [7–9].
Due to the important role grain size plays its characterization is fundamental for
decision-making and planning, as well as for forecasting purposes through modeling.
However, the insufficient detailed data usually leads to oversimplifications of the grainsize distribution hampering advances in coastal modeling [10]. The quantification of
sediment grain size by traditional techniques is a time-consuming task that hinders the
collection of repetitive data over long coastal segments. They require in-situ sampling
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together with the subsequent characterization in the laboratory by sieving or the use of
laser particle-sizer. Different methods have been proposed to reduce the costs of data obtention. At the microscale level, photogrammetric techniques allow quantifying the grain size
(e.g., [10–15]) applying processing algorithms over images. Trying to reach a larger coverage, a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) has been repeatedly employed for modeling river bed
roughness and estimating surface sedimentology (e.g., [16,17]). Different approaches have
appeared sustained in the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) (e.g., [18–22]) although
comparisons between studies and validations are scarce, and only the highest image resolutions seem to offer acceptable results for quantifying finer grains [18]. Due to the important
field and processing efforts those techniques require, any of them constitutes a valid option
for estimating grain size along large territories. In order to increase the spatial coverage, airborne solutions (e.g., [23,24]) and satellite images have been proposed to obtain macroscale
information. The characterization of soil properties and the mapping of the distribution of
intertidal surface sediments have been addressed from mid-resolution imagery (e.g., [25]),
synthetic-aperture radar (e.g., [26–28]), and their combination (e.g., [29,30]). However,
those techniques are constrained by the coarse resolution of the images. Taking all this
into account, and despite the rapid development of remote sensing methodologies, no
single technique is capable of carrying out an efficient quantification of the grain size at
the mesoscale level. While some of them maintain the need for intensive fieldwork tasks,
others only lead to a rough classification of the sediment.
Many studies have analyzed the relationship between sediment grain size, beach
morphology, and slope along the profile (e.g., [31–35]). Grain size is a major factor defining
the slope [1,32] as coarser grains are associated with higher infiltration and lower backwash
transport of sediment, leading to higher slopes [36,37]. Different numerical models have
been formulated to describe slope as a function of the grain size (e.g., [38–40]), most of the
times employing linear equations adjusted by measurements on sandy beaches. In a recent
work, Bujan et al. [41] compiled from literature a large number of grain size and slope
measurements. Even though the high scattering of the data the meta-analysis evidenced
that the relation between both parameters does not follow a simple trend. The data
distribution was fitted with a non-linear function that starts with gentle slopes associated
with fine sand grains, experiences a steep increase as sediment size grows, and around
medium/coarse sand it shifts and becomes gentle for coarser sands, gravels and boulders.
The shoreline position is a representative feature of the morphology of the beach
and is useful for describing its behavior [42]. Thus, the mobility of a beach, defined by
Dolan et al. [43] as the standard deviation of the mean shoreline position, was related
to the morphodynamic state of the beach [44]. Numerous works have quantified shoreline changes to characterize beach dynamics, understand their nature, and forecast its
changes. Many of the recent works in coastal changes have defined the shoreline by fieldwork (e.g., [45–49]), limiting the spatial and/or temporal extension of the work. Recent
remote sensing methodologies allow defining the position of the shoreline from freely available mid-resolution satellite imagery using subpixel extraction algorithms (e.g., [50–52]).
SHOREX system [53] allows to efficiently extract Satellite Derived Shorelines (SDS) at
regional scale from Sentinel-2 imagery offering accuracy levels of similar magnitude than
video monitoring at different types of coast [54,55]. SDS obtained with this methodology
have been proved to be useful to characterize the width of the beaches and its sub-annual
changes [56], even of limited magnitude [57,58]. For the moment, SDS have barely been
used to obtain information about other geomorphological aspects of the beach. Only
very recently, Vos et al. [59] have dealt with the relation between shoreline changes and
beach-face slope by estimating the latter one from SDS by frequency domain analysis.
Considering the forehead stated relationship between grain size and beach-face slope,
beaches with coarser material and steeper slopes are expected to show lower shoreline
variabilities. This is due to the fact that water-level changes (either cyclical or punctual) will
be translated into different horizontal displacements of the shoreline greatly depending on
the beach-face slope.
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into different horizontal displacements of the shoreline greatly depending on the beachface slope.
The capacity to efficiently define shoreline variability from SDS may be helpful for
The capacity to efficiently define shoreline variability from SDS may be helpful for
exploring the interrelations between sediment size, beach-face slope, and shoreline
exploring the interrelations between sediment size, beach-face slope, and shoreline changes.
changes. Establishing this relationship may set up the basis for a rough characterization
Establishing this relationship may set up the basis for a rough characterization of sediment
of sediment size along large beach segments from a freely available source of data. Taking
size along large beach segments from a freely available source of data. Taking this into
this into account, the main goal of this work is to characterize the relationship between
account, the main goal of this work is to characterize the relationship between sediment
sediment size and shoreline variability determined from multiple Sentinel-2 derived
size and shoreline variability determined from multiple Sentinel-2 derived shorelines.
shorelines. The study aims (i) to propose a numerical description of the relation, (ii) to
The study aims (i) to propose a numerical description of the relation, (ii) to examine
examine how oceanographic conditions, amount of SDS, and employed proxies condition
how oceanographic conditions, amount of SDS, and employed proxies condition the
the quantification of the variability, and (iii) to assess the potential for estimating sediment
quantification of the variability, and (iii) to assess the potential for estimating sediment
grain size from shoreline variability.
grain size from shoreline variability.
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-Open beaches (137 sites): those in which sediment moves freely, without significant
elements that could influence wave conditions. They are exposed to waves from NE, E,
and SE.
-Enclosed beaches (56 sites): those in which incident waves clearly differ from those
recorded along the study area. This group includes beaches enclosed due to nearby coastal
engineering structures as jetties, groins, and exempt dikes, as well as small natural pocket
beaches.

Figure 3. Sampling locations along the Gulf of Valencia, which appears divided from north to south in three sectors (A–

Figure
3. Sampling locations along the Gulf of Valencia, which appears divided from north to south
C). Grain sizes of the beaches (as D50) are represented by different colors and the morphological classification by symbols
crosses (A–C).
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2.2. arrow
Satellite Derived
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SDS variability.
Shoreline position was defined along the beaches of the Gulf of Valencia from Sentinel-2 Level-1C MSI imagery from July 2015 (starting with the first image acquired by the
satellite) to January 2019 (Figure 2). According to previous assessments at similar microtidal beaches [54] the resulting SDS defines the water/land intersection at the instant each
image is acquired with an estimated accuracy of 3.01 m RMSE.
For this work, the definition of the SDS was carried out using the software SHOREX.
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Open beaches (137 sites): those in which sediment moves freely, without significant
elements that could influence wave conditions. They are exposed to waves from NE,
E, and SE.
Enclosed beaches (56 sites): those in which incident waves clearly differ from those
recorded along the study area. This group includes beaches enclosed due to nearby
coastal engineering structures as jetties, groins, and exempt dikes, as well as small
natural pocket beaches.
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spatially-coincident samples have been compared with those composing the initial sediment dataset (Figure 5). The pairs of data show a linear fit (slope about 1) with both populations following an identical pattern. While 24 of the new samples (86%) maintained the
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is relatively short, the extraction was automatically carried out from the pre-processed
bands with the help of an initial approximate shoreline in raster format obtained from the
Spanish National Geographic Institute (IGN) as described in Sánchez-García et al. [54].
This allowed to reduce the processing time and made manual thresholding processes no
longer necessary. The extraction algorithm is applied along beach stretches, excluding
artificial structures and natural rigid coastal segments. It operates over the Short-Wave
Infrared bands (SWIR1) using a third-degree polynomial and 3 × 3 analysis kernel (60 m at
S2 imagery). Thus, the extraction works optimally on relatively straight coasts, with an
increasing error in areas adjacent to elements that cause abrupt changes in the orientation of
the shore. For this reason, extremely short beach segments (tens of meters long) delimited
by rigid structures (e.g., breakwaters and jetties) were discarded.
2.3. Sediment Grain size
The information regarding sediment size was obtained from a public database of the
Spanish Ministry of Environment (ECOLEVANTE [68], available at https://www.miteco.
gob.es/es/costas (accessed on 8 June 2021). Sampling locations were distributed along
the beach segments of the Gulf of Valencia about every 500 m. Samples were acquired
using a Van Veen grab sampler through 2006–2007 (center and southern sectors of the
study area respectively) and 2010 (northern sector). The grain size was characterized
by sieving 100 g of sediment using a nested column of 13 mesh strainers from 64 mm
to 0.063 mm. It allowed defining the median grain diameter (D50 ) according to Folk &
Ward parameters [69] allowing their classification in grades [70]. The study focuses on the
beach-face samples at 0 m MSL as the sediment at that point is considered to be closely
related to shoreline behavior.
It is important to underline that sediment samples and SDS are not synchronous
in time. In order to address this issue, a second and smaller dataset has been defined
from five sampling campaigns. A total of 28 more recent (between years 2015 and 2020)
and spatially-coincident samples have been compared with those composing the initial
sediment dataset (Figure 5). The pairs of data show a linear fit (slope about
1)19with both
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 5. Comparison of the median grain size of the samples composing the original and the most
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Spanish Ministry of Environment.

for supporting nourishment and emergency actions carried out in coordination with the Spanish
Ministry
of Environment.
2.4.
Quantifying
Shoreline Variability and Its Relation with Grain Size

Grain-size data were paired with the temporal variability of the shoreline position at
each study site. The variability along time was quantified with GIS software from the SDS
following the methodology described by Cabezas-Rabadán et al. [56,57]. In order to do so,
the inner limit of the beach (e.g., promenades, buildings and dune toes) was defined by
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2.4. Quantifying Shoreline Variability and Its Relation with Grain Size
Grain-size data were paired with the temporal variability of the shoreline position at
each study site. The variability along time was quantified with GIS software from the SDS
following the methodology described by Cabezas-Rabadán et al. [56,57]. In order to do so,
the inner limit of the beach (e.g., promenades, buildings and dune toes) was defined by
photointerpretation of orthophotography. That inner limit was considered as a constant
baseline from which the distance to the points that compose each SDS were measured
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
of 19
(Figure 6), constituting beach widths. For each study site and date, the average beach 8width
was defined, constituting a relative position of the shoreline.

Figure 6. This figure represents, at one sampling location (see Figure 3, C section), the distances between the baseline and
the
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the
The proxy standard deviation (9.8 m, dashed line in blue) was derived considering all SDS average distances while while
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3.
(ii)Results
Variability proxy. In order to quantify the shoreline variability, the standard deviation
3.1. Grain
Size and
Pattern
(hereafter
σ) Shoreline
and the Variability
maximumData
range
were defined considering the average SDS
position on
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6). The
standardproxies.
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works as
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while the
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range is directly related to the maximum changes that the total water level (TWL) and
beach-face morphology experience.
(iii) Period and quantity of SDS. The intra-annual variability was defined considering
the corresponding SDS and using the previously described proxies and segments of
analysis. This allowed analysis of the influence of the number of SDS considered as
well as the associated oceanographic conditions.
Subsequently, shoreline variability was defined at each study site through the combination of different proxies, lengths of shoreline segments, and periods of time. Variability
values were paired with grain-size data from the most recent dataset available. Different numerical functions were tested to describe the shape of the distribution across the
full grain-size spectrum. The goodness of fit of the optimal model was compared when
combining different parameters for defining the variability.
Figure 7. For the different grain size grading categories (according to Wentworth [70]): number of
samples, average beach width (m), and average range (grey boxes) and standard deviation (black
dots) of the SDS as variability proxies when considering 100 m buffers.

Throughout the sediment size spectrum there is an evident gradation in the number
of samples analyzed, values of shoreline variability, and beach width, all of them decreasing as grain size increases. Regarding the availability of samples (193) there is a significant
imbalance along the grain-size spectrum. A greater quantity of samples (47.7%) appear
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When considering each sample in combination with the associated shoreline variability
the data present a remarkable scattering, although their distribution shows a clear pattern
in which both parameters present an inverse and non-linear relationship (Figure 8). The
scattering is especially remarkable for fine and medium sand samples, which show range
values between 11 m and 63.5 m. The scattering and the variability decrease towards
coarser sediments with an inflection in this trend about the medium and coarse sand
categories. From this point, samples continue to show similar minimum ranges near 10 m,
while most of the highest range values remain below 20 m. This reduction is maintained
throughout the rest of the spectrum, with no samples of granules or pebbles showing range
values greater than 20 m.
With regard to the morphology of the beaches, the general pattern of those enclosed is
similar to the open ones. Nevertheless, several samples at enclosed beaches showed greater
scattering from the general pattern. As they may experience different wave incidence and
in order to be more consistent it was decided to not consider them when establishing the
numerical grain size–variability relationship. Thus, subsequent analyses have been carried
out only considering open beaches (137 study sites).
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results are achieved by logarithmic functions (Figure 9) using the σ as variability proxy over
The function offers a moderately-high agreement, explaining about 70% of the shorecoastal lengths defined by 200 m buffers (R2 = 0.69), although it is a very close correlation
line variability as a function of grain size. The goodness of fit of2 the model was compared
to the one obtained when using the range and 100 m buffers (R = 0.68).
when defining the variability by combining different variability proxies and coastal
Table 1. Correlation (expressed as the coefficient of determination R2 ) when describing SDS variability
as a function of grain size (following Ec. 1, n = 137). Different variability proxies and segment lengths
are considered. All p-values equal 0.
Correlation (R2 )
100 m

200 m

Range

σ

Range

σ

0.6822

0.6707

0.6578

0.6927

bility as a function of grain size (following Ec. 1, n = 137). Different variability proxies and segment
lengths are considered. All p-values equal 0.

Correlation (R2)
100 m
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The distribution of variability with regard to different sediment sizes also experiences changes during the different years. In general, there is a gradation of variability
from the finest to the coarsest sediment. Thus, during the period 2015–2019 the average
range decreases progressively from fine sand (31.8 m) to granules and fine pebbles, that
register an average range below half of it (11.4 m and 13.3 m). The distribution is very
similar in 2018 and, although the variability values are reduced, the gradient is maintained
for the rest of the years.
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Figure 10. Average SDS variability on beaches with different sediment grain sizes (grouped in
categories shown in different colors) during different years. The variability is shown as the range
categories shown in different colors) during different years. The variability is shown as the range of
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Table 2. The statistical relationship between grain size and shoreline variability according to Ec. 1.
The goodness of fit is expressed as coefficient of determination R2. Columns show the correlation
values for different periods. The column on the right only considers SDS associated with the
30 highest and the 30 lowest sea-level registers (about half of the available SDS for the whole period).

Range

σ

Period

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2015–2019

2015–2019
(Reduced No. Dates)

no. SDS

9

18

38

47

6

118

60

100 m

0.035

0.451

0.466

0.561

0.379

0.682

0.694

200 m

0.167

0.493

0.422

0.630

0.352

0.658

0.698

100 m

0.035

0.500

0.506

0.595

0.369

0.671

0.694

200 m

0.188

0.491

0.519

0.631

0.363

0.693

0.706

A higher amount of SDS when defining the shoreline variability appears associated
with higher goodness of the fit grain size–shoreline variability (Figure 11a), although this
trend is not very strong and is sustained by a low amount of data. The figure also points
out that the amount of SDS does not increase linearly the ability of their derived variability
to deduce grain size. The goodness of fit only improves about 10% when using 118 SDS
(period 2015–2019) instead of only 47 SDS. Moreover, important differences appear when
comparing the two years with limited SDS availability. It is noteworthy that 2019 with only
6 SDS registers substantially better goodness of fit than 2015 with 9 SDS, suggesting that the
amount of SDS is not the only relevant factor. Thus, for a certain period the goodness of the
grain size–variability fit appears also linked to the recorded magnitude of shoreline change
(Figure 11b). Higher shoreline variability values, expressed by the proxy annual range,
appear linked to higher goodness of fit with sediment size. This relationship (R2 = 0.89)
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is stronger than that one registered with the amount of SDS used to define the shoreline
variability, as it can be seen by comparing Figure 11a,b scatter plots.
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els were selected (almost 25% for each case, a total of 60 SDS). Even though this way only
half of the SDS were being considered (50.5%), variability was defined resulting in a goodness of fit with grain size slightly better (0.71%) than when considering all the available
SDS (118) (Table 2, right column).
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(almost 25% for each case, a total of 60 SDS). Even though this way only half of the SDS
were being considered (50.5%), variability was defined resulting in a goodness of fit with
grain size slightly better (0.71%) than when considering all the available SDS (118) (Table 2,
right column).
4. Discussion
Advances in shoreline extraction techniques make it possible to accurately and efficiently define the position of the shoreline at a regional scale—hundreds of kilometers—
along time from freely available mid-resolution satellite imagery [54]. Large SDS packages
allow the exploration of the relation between the shoreline position and other key geomorphological parameters of the beaches. This work demonstrates and characterizes the
relationship between shoreline variability and the grain size of the sediment. In order to
do so, SDS extracted with subpixel accuracy from Sentinel-2 images using SHOREX are
used for defining the shoreline variability at the micro-tidal Gulf of Valencia, spanning a
wide spectrum of beach typologies. Variability values were related to grain size samples
covering from fine sand to granules, allowing the definition of a non-linear function that
accurately describes the relation.
4.1. Considerations with Regard to the Sediment
The Gulf of Valencia is a coast mainly composed of sandy beaches, which causes a
heterogeneous distribution of samples along the grain size spectrum with a much larger proportion of fine and medium sand. However, the high volume of samples offers good enough
coverage to represent the pattern of shoreline variability across the grain size spectrum.
The dataset represents the size of the beach-face sediment by the parameter D50 . It
is assumed that the grains at this point are the main responsible for the morphological
response of the shore to oceanographic conditions. It is true that at certain coasts, considerable heterogeneity may be observed in the sediment both along time and space [74–77].
Therefore, a single parameter derived from punctual samples may not be completely representative of the composition of the sediment [78] of each study site, with changes taking
place even inside each cross-shore profile. Medina et al. [79] pointed out the existence of
a cyclical redistribution of different grain sizes along a profile that remains constant as a
whole. In that case, the variability of the shoreline would not only be related to punctual
sediment characteristics but the overall composition of the profile. An oversimplified characterization of the sediment may be problematic when there is a mixed texture of gravel
and sand. Nevertheless, the analysis relating grain size and shoreline variability requires
working with a single representative value of the sediment. The Gulf of Valencia only
shows a small proportion of beaches with a bimodal distribution, many times originated
by human actions [61,68], making their presence in the study very small and minimizing
the effect of that simplification.
4.2. Causes and Meaning of Shoreline Variability
Grain size, together with wave energy, is a major factor defining beach slope which, in
turn, contributes to define shoreline changes. Slope and shoreline variability are affected
by several factors of which grain size is a major but single one. Furthermore, grain
size at a given beach may exhibit important spatial variability [75]. All of this leads to
expect a substantial scattering of the data and moderate correlations when exploring
the relationship with shoreline variability. Despite these issues, an inverse power-law
relationship appears between both elements when pairing the datasets. Fine-sediment
beaches experience high variability of the shoreline while larger grain sizes experience
much more moderate changes. A shifting point appears at the boundary between medium
and coarse sand (about D50 = 0.5 mm), which is consistent with the preliminary analysis by
Cabezas-Rabadán et al. [80]. Their work, sustained on a reduced set of samples covering
from fine to coarse sand, showed a non-linear pattern with a shift in shoreline variability
around the medium/coarse sand boundary. Sustained on a larger number of samples, the
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present study offers broader coverage of the grain-size spectrum. It makes it possible to
fit a numerical function to the data pattern to describe about 70% of the variability as a
function of the grain size (Ec. 1).
The inverse and non-linear relationship between grain size and shoreline variability is
probably a consequence of how the latter one is determined by the beach-face slope. In
turn, the slope would be related to the size of the sediment in a non-linear way according
to recent deductions by Bujan et al. [41]. Their meta-analysis shows a data pattern in which
the slope is gentle at fine-sediment beaches but increases rapidly to reach an almost steady
situation at coarser sediment sizes. An increased hydraulic conductivity would be the
cause of this shifting point, leading to infiltration-dominated beaches. A maximum slope
value (about tan β = 0.2) is not exceeded no matter how much grain size increases, probably
leading to the stabilization of shoreline variability. That relationship was described by
Bujan et al. [41] with the equation tan β = a(D50 − 0.125)b + c, very similar but inverse to the
one proposed in the present work for relating the grain size and the shoreline variability.
At this point, it is interesting to explore which other factors come into play in this
relationship and how they influence it. Different parameters were combined in order
to determine which achieves higher correlations with the D50 . For this purpose, the
standard deviation of the shoreline position and its maximum range was tested. The first
one, proposed by Dolan et al. [43] is representative of the mobility of the beach and its
morphodynamic state [44]. It may offer higher robustness and be less likely affected by
eventual SDS inaccuracies. On the other hand, the maximum range may be related to the
maximum shoreline oscillations caused by changes in the beach-face morphology and the
water level. The variability varies linked to grain size with similar patterns for both proxies,
also reaching similar goodness of fit with grain size data (Table 1).
Since punctual grain size samples are related to shoreline changes it is essential to
define the length of coastal segment being considered. Too short segments may cause an
overestimation of specific shoreline changes not necessarily related to the general slope
and grain size of the sector (e.g., beach cusps undulations or small puddles of water). On
the contrary, longer stretches lead to a more robust definition of the shoreline changes,
but at the expense of blurring the differences between sites. Results were similar when
considering segments defined by 100 and 200 m buffers (Table 1). With this in mind, a more
robust quantification of the variability would be reached by considering longer coastal
segments together with the standard deviation. This proxy has the advantage of not being
so jeopardized by the punctual errors of the SDS as, a result of the automatic extraction,
shorelines may be affected by the presence of puddles and accumulations of water, parcels
of very dense vegetation, and shadows near the shore. On the contrary, the maximum
range in combination with 100 m buffer would offer a closer approach to extreme shoreline
situations, as well as potentially allowing define the variability from a reduced number
of SDS.
The goodness of fit between grain size data and shoreline variability appears influenced by the amount of SDS. However, this only occurs up to a certain amount of SDS
(Figure 11a). After that point, the annual variability stabilizes, possibly because the amount
of SDS is sufficient to accurately represent the actual changes in the shore. This would
highlight the differences along the grain size spectrum, leading to a higher agreement with
the grain size. The optimum amount of SDS, at least for this micro-tidal environment,
seems to be slightly higher than the 47 shorelines of 2018. The variability defined that year
presents a goodness of fit with grain size data similar to that achieved when considering
the SDS of the entire study period (118). At the same time, the goodness of fit appears
influenced by the identification of important differences in the shoreline position. Thus,
results clearly show how as the variability recorded during different periods increases so
does its agreement with grain size (Figure 11b). Therefore, the amount of SDS would not be
the only essential element for a strong fit between grain size and shoreline variability. On
the contrary, the SDS considered must be associated with moments in which the shoreline
experiences the greater changes. Shoreline mobility is caused by both beach-face morphol-
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ogy and water level changes, being the latter one mainly influenced by sea level. Previous
studies using SDS from Landsat 8 imagery [81] identified relations between annual sea level
variations and SDS variability. This same idea is reinforced here: when satellite images are
acquired at instants with greater sea-level changes SDS have greater possibilities of defining
high variability proxies that, in turn, may lead to a stronger agreement with sediment
size (Figure 11c). Following this, SDS associated with maximum sea-level changes were
selected and, despite being close to half of all the available, they defined the shoreline
variability with the best goodness of fit with grain size (Table 2). This supports the idea
that it is possible to achieve good results with a lower number of SDS as long as they are
representative of the greatest shoreline changes.
As the volume of samples at enclosed beaches is relatively low, the influence that
different beach configurations and oceanographic conditions have on shoreline variability
has been analyzed in a merely qualitative way. At enclosed beaches, the pairs of shoreline
variability and grain size data appear more scattered. This could be caused by the fact that
defensive structures may lead to lower exposure to higher waves, which in turn would
translate into lower run-up and fewer extreme episodes potentially captured by the SDS.
At the same time, the lower capacity to rearrange the morphology of the beach-face would
alter the slope-sediment-wave interdependence [2] followed by the open beaches of the
region. For a given grain size, enclosed beaches may show steeper slopes [82] that, in
combination with fewer extreme wave episodes, could cause abnormally low variability. In
contrast, coarser sand may show lower slopes and more dissipative profiles than expected,
resulting in relatively high variabilities. Furthermore, beach rotation at embayed beaches
is expected to result in increased shoreline variability at both ends of the embayment
compared to its center.
4.3. The Relationship between Sediment Size and Shoreline Variability
The established correlation between SDS variability and the size of beach-face particles
suggests that it could be possible to estimate one parameter from the other. In no case, this
type of approach would be able to substitute highly accurate techniques such as sieving.
Nevertheless, it would represent an advance over other remote sensing techniques as no
single one is capable of carrying out an efficient quantification of the sediment size at the
meso or macroscale level. Although photogrammetric techniques, TLS, and drone-based
procedures (e.g., [10,17,20]) constitute useful alternatives to acquire data while reducing
time consumption, all of them maintain the need for fieldwork impeding their adoption
at the regional scale. On the other hand, airborne-based methodologies, as well as those
sustained in SAR and optical satellite imagery are restricted by the resolution of the input
data, only leading to coarse classifications that distinguish elements as dry and wet sand
or mud [23,30].
The numerical relation between sediment size and shoreline variability has been
established at the micro-tidal and low-energetic Gulf of Valencia, a coast with a very
low (about 0.3 m) relative tidal range, RTR [33]. It is expected that this relation may be
established with similar results on coasts with a similar typology, but certain issues will
have to be considered when dealing with different coastal types. Bujan et al. [41] recently
clarified the slope–grain size relationship through a meta-analysis sustained on worldwide
data. It suggests that the relation, as well as the function proposed in the present study,
may also be valid at other types of coast. Nevertheless, the numerical relationship may
vary according to oceanographic factors as the incidence of waves.
Together with energetic conditions, higher tides may pose challenges to SDS extraction.
Each shoreline is an instantaneous simplification of the alongshore undulated water–land
interface, conditioned by small coastal formations and swash/backwash processes that
cause different degrees of humidity or water inundation on the beach-face [55]. SDS define
such an extremely dynamic element from coarse-pixeled imagery, which leads to a nonnegligible error that may translate into scattering and increasing variability values. SDS
assessments at highly-energetic [83] and meso-tidal exposed beaches [55] have shown
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accuracies of similar magnitude than those achieved at the Mediterranean [54]. Although
challenging, larger shoreline displacements linked to tidal excursions may offer greater
differences in the shoreline variability experienced along the grain size spectrum. This,
in turn, could in fact lead to better discrimination and higher possibilities to estimate the
size of coarse sediments at reflective beaches, such as those with high RTR and low Ω [31].
On the other end, SDS accuracy is uncertain at extremely dissipative beaches as those
with high RTR and Ω, and hence their utility for defining the shoreline variability and
estimating the size of the sediment. Validations at different coasts are still needed to fully
ensure SDS accuracy and their subsequent application. A final consideration comes from
the fact that this study relies on the assumption of sediment equilibrium, impeding its
application at clearly erosional coasts in which the link between beach slope and sediment
size disappears.
5. Conclusions
Shorelines extracted from a freely accessible data source as Sentinel-2 mid-resolution
imagery allow defining shoreline variability at a regional scale as a representative parameter
of beach mobility. The median grain size of the beach-face sediment appears related to the
shoreline variability in a non-linear way along the grain-size spectrum, with a shifting point
at D50 ≈ 0.5 mm. The proposed numerical model of shoreline variability as a function of
grain size shows an agreement of about 70%, constituting a clear and novel demonstration
of the relation of those parameters using in-situ data. The relationship between both
parameters appears conditioned by methodological aspects like the amount of available
SDS and the proxy used for defining the variability, as well as on oceanographic conditions
that may blur the correlation. Although the relationship must be explored at different
coastal types the numerical modelization of the relation may constitute a new approach for
inferring the sediment size. It would allow the low-cost acquisition of data that currently
constitutes a limiting factor in different branches of coastal science.
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